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Attack Prediction

What’s Attack Prediction?
Imagine knowing about cyber attacks before they occur and how     

that could change your organization’s approach to cyber defense     

and minimize your future risks.

We can pre-emptively detect threat activity targeting your organization 

by monitoring for specific cybercriminal activity signals outside your 

corporate network. Our broad coverage provides you with situational 

awareness of high-risk threats and enables the protection of key 

company assets such as identity, access, data, and brand. 

The criminal ecosystem is mature and well-established, enabling 

practically anyone to become a cybercriminal; however, this has 

also provided us with several new opportunities to monitor their 

activity. This is accomplished by leveraging our unique insights 

from responding to cyber incidents and active attacker campaigns 

discovered by our managed Security Operations Center, monitoring 

the dark and deep webs, utilizing third-party intelligence, and 

utilizing our custom tools and analytics capabilities. 

APS is a managed threat intelligence service where we identify, track, and monitor cybercriminals, their marketplaces, forums, and 

communication platforms and provide you with relevant, actionable, and timely intelligence.

As a global cybersecurity company, we’re proud to be at 
the forefront of protecting organizations and our society 
against cyber threats. Our purpose has been clear since day 
one: Creating safety and sustainability in a digital world by 
preventing cyber breach and minimizing impact. We never 
cease to challenge and reinvent ourselves to help defend 
your most valuable data assets every day.
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Extending Visibility Into Adversarial Space

Signal - No Noise
Expert Assessment

Actionable
Usable Intelligence

Unique Insights
Primary Data Sources

No automated alerts – everything is 
triaged, investigated, and analyzed 

by human analysts.

Truly unique intelligence sourced 
from Incident Response and our 

Security Operations Center.

Human-crafted intelligence provided 
with clear recommendations on 
mitigating actions and activities.

Predict Prevent Detect Respond Recover
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What We’ve Learned

Cyber attacks generally commence long before the actual breach, but unfortunately, most organizations today have limited visibility outside 

their own networks, resulting in a narrow view of the world in which cybercriminals operate.  

Our Attack Prediction service provides you with actionable intelligence to employ before a cyber attack occurs by monitoring criminal 

activities outside customer environments and providing early warnings of targeted high-risk threats. This is achieved by combining leading 

threat intelligence capabilities in a managed service powered by best-of-breed technology and Truesec expertise. 

The service empowers customers to be proactive and focus on protecting what matters most by continuously predicting cyber attacks. 

Organizations can now minimize the risk of breach from leaked data such as identities and access tokens, avoid costly reputational damage 

to their brand, and prevent revenue loss from operational disruption.

The Truesec Promise

We always strive for the best results for our customers. 

That’s a Truesec promise.

With APS there is no software, or agents, to install which translates to an easy and quick setup. 

Getting started generally follow these simple steps:

1.  Initial Setup Call – We’ll require your domains, IP addresses, and brands.

2.  Technical Onboarding – Validation and verification.

3.  Completion – We can now monitor for future threats.

Begin by talking to your Truesec customer contact or any of our experts. Together we’ll begin the journey to protect your organization’s sensitive 

information and safeguard your corporate brand. By using Truesec’s Attack Prediction service, you can rest assured that we’ll keep you 

informed of any threat developments involving your organization and provide recommendations to mitigate any potential risks. 
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How To Get Started

Attack Prediction
(Critical)

Attack Prediction
(Holistic)

Indicators of Attack - Credentials

     Discover stolen usernames, email addresses, API keys,

     passwords, session cookies, and authentication tokens.

Indicators of Attack - Data

     Discover leaked company data such as intellectual property 

     and source code, or other types of organisational data.

Indicators of Attack - Brand

     Discover Darkweb mentions of brands and subsidiaries  

     that may be indicative of an pending, or ongoing attack.

What’s Included


